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Gelli Plates & Stamps
Want to create unique printed backgrounds or
printed collages using tools and supplies you probably
already have in your stamping and craft stash? Try the
Gelli Arts Gel Printing Plate (a.k.a. “Gelli Plate”.)
As a stamper, you may have done “monoprint” techniques on clear plastic or a craft sheet. This process is
similar but the gel plate’s surface is more yielding and
color tends to move and blend better.
This simple tool lets you play around with paint and
patterns in a very creative free-form way. While you
could plan out a print, most often, stampers simply use
these to play with color and pattern to discover what
wonderful thing happens. Don’t like what you created?
No problem, just print another layer over it. Keep
going until you create something you like. It is also a
great way to use up extra paint that might be lingering
in your craft drawers.
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How Does it Work?

• Apply one or more paint colors to the
smooth flat surface of the Gelli Plate.

• Use stencils, die-cuts, masks, stamps,
found objects or soft tipped tools to
remove and/or protect areas of paint.
• Pull a print by pressing paper or
smooth fabric onto the paint and
burnishing it down with your hand
or a brayer. Lift up the paper. The
paint is transferred to the new
surface, creating a unique print.

• Leave it there and call it done or go
on to layer additional patterns and
colors on top.

©Copyright Nancie Waterman 2013 All Rights Reserved

Homemade Gelatin Plate or Gelli Plate?
Traditional Gelatin Plates: Traditionally, gelatin printing plates are
created by mixing unflavored powdered gelatin and cold water in a
shallow rectangular container and letting it firm up in a refrigerator.
Then you take it out of the container to use as a printing plate.
But a homemade gelatin plate has inconveniences. When you first
take it out of the refrigerator, you may get surface condensation.
After it begins to warm up to room temperature, it can start to break
down and need to be re-chilled. You can store it in the refrigerator
to use another day, but like leftover Jell-O, before too long, it will go
bad. Then you need to create a new plate to make more prints.
Gelli Plates: A few years ago, Joan Bess the original owner of Emerald City Stamps, dreamed of a “non-perishable printing plate that had
the same sensitive surface as gelatin; a plate that could be stored at room
temperature in my studio; a plate that would always be ready for printing
and importantly, a plate made of non-toxic materials.” Joan teamed up
with Lou Ann Gleason to get such a gel plate created, marketed and
into stores. The result is Gelli Arts’ Gel Printing Plate or “Gelli Plate.”
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Advantages: You can use the Gelli Arts gel plate
as you would a gelatin plate; you just don’t have to
plan ahead and create a plate from scratch to use
it. Because it is stable at room temperature, the
plate won’t break down during long print making
sessions. It can also be used with oil paints, while
a homemade gelatin plate can not.

Which Way to Go? Most stampers who enjoy working with acrylic paints will find a Gelli Plate to be
much more convenient. If you want to experiment
with water-based dye inks or want to cut into
a plate, you could still make homemade gelatin
plates, giving you the best of both worlds.

Sizes: Gelli Plates come in a variety of sizes and
Disadvantages: Dye inks will stain the Gelli Plate. shapes including: 3" x 5", 5" x 5", 5" x 7", 6" x 6", 8" x
Although this won’t effect how it works, it would
10" and 12" x 14" rectangles and 4", 6" and 8" round
make it more challenging to create a design with
plates and sets of mini shapes. A homemade gelathe distraction of old dye. With a gelatin plate,
tin plate is cheaper, but if you use it a lot, the Gelli
you could use water-based dye inks because you
Plate can be the more economical choice.
are just going to throw the plate away anyway. It
Learn More: See Kathleen & Robin Garner’s
wouldn’t really matter as much if it got stained.
2001 “Gelatin Printing” post. Linda Germain has
quick gelatin printing videos on her site, including
With a traditional gelatin plate, you could play
how to make a gelatin plate. The Capall Glas blog
around with cutting or indenting the plate to
has a nice Gelatin Prints post. To learn about Gelli
create patterns, knowing you would only be using
Arts Gel Printing Plates, check Gelli Arts' website.
the plate once. You need to be careful not to dent
a Gelli Plate with sharp objects.
Next: Gelli Plate Artwork.
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Annie Pennington’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamps (Rosie, Text: Claritystamp), Gelli Plate (6" x 6"), Fresco
Chalk Acrylics (Paperartsy: Sky/opaque, Limelight/translucent), 6" x 6"
stencil (That Special Touch: Large Polka), VersaFine ink (Onyx black),
Die & Die-cut machine (Spellbinders: Petite Label die), Pink Card Candy,
Cardstock (cream, lime green), Brayer, Paper adhesive, Black Micron Pen.

“Background: Apply a few small blobs of Fresco Acrylic paint on Gelli Plate.
Brayer evenly. Place dot stencil on top of paint. Apply even pressure using
an old telephone directory or scrap paper. Remove stencil. Place 6" x 6"
cream cardstock onto plate. Burnish back to create monoprint.”

“When dry, cut to size, saving a piece large enough to stamp and die-cut
birthday greeting. Stamp Rosie on background in VersaFine ink. Doodle
a pattern around edge of print using black micron pen. Die-cut birthday
greeting using label die; border with dots using micron pen. Mount and
layer stamped images onto lime green cardstock. Add three pieces of pink
Card Candy to embellish.”

“Fresco paints dry very quickly, so it’s important to have everything laid out
ready to use before you start to apply the paint to the Gelli plate. If the paint
does dry, all is not lost. You can use clear plastic sheet which has adhesive on
one side. Place sticky side down on the dried acrylic paint, burnish well and
peel off. Double sided adhesive sheets can also be used for this process.”
Finished Size: 7¼" x 5¼"

Go to Contents

Monoprints & Monotypes

and then creating a print, also often using a
press. Gelatin prints and many smooth surface
Poke around online, and you will see gelatin
techniques that we stampers call a monoprint
prints and Gelli Arts Gel Printing Plate referred
are really more accurately a monotype. A single
to as a tool to create a monoprint or monotype. So
inking generally prints no more than two prints:
what is the difference?
the original monotype and a “ghost print” made
Monoprint: A monoprint is created by applying
by pressing a second piece over the inked surface
ink or paint to a surface with permanent lines or
to get a more muted print (somewhat similar to
shapes and creating a print, often using a press.
stamping an image once and then stamping it
Because the artist doesn’t ink it the same way
again without re-inking it.)
each time, each print is unique and so a monoYou can use either term; the word “monoprint” is
print (meaning “one print”.) Examples include
widely used to cover both monoprint and monoprints made with carved woodblocks, lithographs
type techniques. But “monotype” is the more
or metal etchings. With monoprint techniques,
correct term.
while each print is unique, you can continue creating prints with those same lines and shapes for as Learn More: Monotype techniques were called
monoprints in previous VSN issues, so if you
long as the print block remains usable.
search for them on VSN’s Issue Index page, search
Monotype: On the other hand, a monotype is
for the word “monoprint.”
created by applying ink or paint to a smooth
Next: A page from one of our Sponsors.
surface that has no permanent lines or shapes
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Supplies
Basic Tools & Supplies

• Craft sheet or sheet pan: to protect wood or other
porous work surfaces from leaching mineral oil. You
need a smooth surface that won’t cause dents in the gel
printing plate. Gelli Plates’ Joan Bess suggests placing
the plate on a piece of paper and then putting that on
the craft sheet or pan.
• Spray bottle, water, paper towels: to wash fresh
paint off gel plate surface.
• Hand sanitizer, paper towels: to wash off dried
paint from the gel plate surface.
• Brayer: to roll paint over the plate. Most people
seem to use rubber brayers for these and if you have
a rubber brayer, you can certainly use it. I personally
prefer a wide acrylic brayer for this particular process
because it covers the middle sized 8" x 10" plate I’m
using quickly and without edge lines. It is also much
easier to clean acrylic paint off acrylic than rubber.
Page 9
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Texture & Pattern Tools

There are all kinds of things that can be used to
create texture and pattern on gel plates. Don’t use
anything on a Gelli Plate that will permanently
mark or dent it. Avoid tools with sharp edges or
points. Lean toward paper, rubber or soft plastic
tipped tools rather than metal. Here are just a
few possibilities:

• Masks (commercial or homemade)
• Die-cut or punch shapes

• Stencils (commercial or homemade)
• Sequin waste

• Doily (paper or soft fabric)

• Strips of paper (torn or cut)

• Leaves (fresh, no sharp points)
• String
Page 10

• Textured paper (corrugated, dry-embossed)
• Stamps (rubber, acrylic or foam)
• MagicStamp (foam bath blocks)
• Bubble wrap

• Art combs (soft plastic or rubber; not metal)
• Putty knife or palette knife (plastic)
• Cotton swabs

• Tools or brushes (soft tipped)
• Drinking straw (end)
• Paper cup (open edge)

• Crumpled paper towel

• Foam cut with decorative scissors

• Needlework plastic grids (check for sharp points)
• Sea sponge (soft)

Next: Gelli Plate Artwork.
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Nancie Waterman’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamps (Leaf - PSX, Text - smARTworks, Basket - *Unknown), Gel
plate, Acrylic paints, Brayer, Paper (text weight white), Cardstock (white, green),
Ink (Tsukineko: StazOn Jet Black, Stewart Superior: India Ink Black), Colored
pencils (Prismacolor), Paper adhesive (Xyron).

“Create background as shown
in Using Stamps section,
using leaf stamp to remove
orange, red and gold acrylic
paint. Pull monotype and
allow to dry.”

“When dry, stamp text on top
of monotype in black permanent ink. Stamp basket
image on separate white
cardstock and color with
colored pencils. Layer monotype onto green card and
layer basket panel on top.”
Finished Size: 4 1/2" x 8"

Go to Contents

Paints

Gelli Arts recommends using acrylic or oil paints on their gel
plates. While you could use dye inks, they will stain the plate. A
stained plate would still work but might make creating designs
more visually confusing. You can also use water-based printers’
paint. (Look for this near linoleum carving supplies in the art
section of craft stores.)

Artist Acrylics: When choosing paint, always go for the best
quality paints you can afford. In craft stores, the Artist Quality
acrylic paints are usually found in a separate art section. When
purchasing artist paints for monotypes, look for “fluid acrylic”
type paints in bottles. These tend to be less thick than tube
paints. Read labels to learn about the paint’s “open time”. The
paint you use needs to have enough open working time to keep
it from drying on the plate before you are ready to lay the paper
down on the paint.
Making the Paints You Have Work: One of the reasons I became
interested in gel plates is that I have a lot of acrylic paints that
are gradually drying up in my craft supply drawers. This is one
Page 12
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more way to use these paints while they are still good. If you have a
thicker paint that you want to use, you can thin it and improve its flow
with Artists’ matt or gloss acrylic medium.
Mediums for slowing drying time will allow more open working time
to a paint that is drying too fast. Glaze mediums can also slow drying
time. Mediums are typically found next to the artist paints in craft stores.
Read product labels to find a medium that will do what you want. Just
make sure that you don’t use a paint or medium that includes hard-edged
textural additives that might scratch the gel plate surface.

Learn More: About.com has a quick article by Marion Boddy-Evans
about “How to Make Your Own Fluid Acrylics” using thicker tube paints
and art mediums.

Fabric Paints: You can also use acrylic fabric paints
like Jacquard’s Lumiere or Neopaque lines. These
high quality, highly pigmented paints can be used
on fabric or paper. Lumiere are metallic colors.
Neopaque is very similar but come in non-metallic
colors and are opaque even over dark backgrounds.
Page 13
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Craft & Stamp Paints: But don’t neglect your acrylic
craft and stamping paints. Many of these are thin
bodied to flow easily and so work very well right out of
the bottle for gel plate prints. Craft paints in squeeze
bottles are particularly handy for squeezing paint onto
the Gelli Plate right where you want it. The mini
squeeze bottle version of Claudine Hellmuth’s Studio
Paint line of semi-gloss acrylic paint (sold to crafters but
Artist Quality) are very easy to use this way.

Learn More: Gelli Arts also has a video on their site where they show how
to use molding paste to create your Molding Paste Texture Plates to use on
future monotypes and a Clearly Gelli-Printed video where they show how to
create a monotype using clear gel gloss medium instead of pigmented paint.
Once dry, you brush or sponge over it with Ranger Distress Stains, watercolors or other water-based inks. The clear pattern resists the color. (Use a
paper towel to wipe excess color from the pattern lines creating a resist.)

Next: A page from one of our Sponsors.
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Surfaces: Paper & Fabric
Paper: You can create prints on many paper and
fabric surfaces using a gel plate. While often plain
white text weight paper or cardstock is used, play
around with colored or even textured papers (as
long as their texture is not scratchy so they won’t
scratch the plate surface.) Try metallic paint colors
on dark colored papers or fabric for some really
dramatic looks.
I tried some prints using a basic jet print computer
paper and white cardstock. The first day, I found
I liked the cardstock better, as the lighter weight
paper tends to buckle if you put a lot of paint on
it. The second day, I was using less paint on the
plate and liked the basic computer paper just fine!
The thinner weight paper can be nice for layering
on cards. Better paper quality can give you better
detail in the final print. Experiment with the paper
you have.
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Just don’t try printing on glossy coated paper.
Gelli Arts says that glossy paper does not play
well with their gel plate. “It can immediately stick
to the plate and not come off without damaging
the plate’s surface. DO NOT use any glossy papers
(including glossy photo papers).”
Preprinted Paper: You can also create monotypes
on top of preprinted paper or over paper that you
have already stamped or otherwise embellished.
(Leave negative space on the gel plate when creating the monotype so that you’ll be able to see the
original paper pattern in those areas.)
You could for example use a Rollagraph or a
regular stamp to print a background on a piece
of paper and then create a monotype over it. You
could print on pieces of sheet music, non-glossy
ads or old book pages.
Page 17
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Fabric: Gelli Arts says that when choosing fabric
to use on a gel plate, you’ll have the best results
on smooth closely woven fabrics like tight woven
cotton or muslin.
Clear Tape: You can use the sticky side of packing
tape or cold laminating film or even clear ConTact paper to create Gelli transfer prints. The trick
is to let the paint dry on the plate and then press
the sticky adhesive onto the dry paint, burnish
and remove. Paint-free areas of the tape can be
filled in with powdered pigments, metal leaf or
aluminum foil or you could press the tape transfer
down onto plain or preprinted paper. This technique has the added benefit of cleaning dry paint
off the gel plate.

Learn More: Gelli Arts has a Gelli Transfer

Prints video on their blog on this technique.

©Copyright Nancie Waterman 2013 All Rights Reserved

Setting Up the Work Area
Setting Up the Plate

Gelli Arts says their gel plate is made of mineral oil and
polymer. Mineral oil can sometimes settle on the plate
surface. If you find that the plate seems to be repelling some
of your paint (the paint is beading up), clean the plate by
spraying it with water and wiping it with a paper towel. If it
feels tacky, wash the plate with dish soap.

This mineral oil can also leach into wood and other porous
surfaces so you need to protect the work surface. Joan at
Gelli Arts suggests putting a craft sheet or a sheet pan down
on your work surface. Then put a piece of regular (nonglossy) paper on top of this and put the Gelli Plate on top
of the paper. If the paper you put down is the same size as
the paper you will be using for the monotypes, you can use
the edges of the base paper as a rough registration guide
when printing additional layers on the same monotype. I use
double-sided tape to secure the paper to the craft sheet so
that it doesn’t slide around while I work.
Page 18
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Tip: If you want to instead put a

reference picture under the plate, put
the plate on a piece of clear Mylar,
acetate, Plexiglas or glass and put
your reference picture underneath so
you can see it through the clear layer.
©Copyright Nancie Waterman 2013 All Rights Reserved

Setting Up the Tools

Acrylic paints tend to dry quickly on tools. Save yourself some clean
up grief by taking a few minutes to set up some temporary holding
areas for paint covered tools:
Stamps & Small Tools: Set up a large shallow plastic container or
tray with a layer of wet paper towels in the bottom. This will let you
set paint-covered stamps, sponges and other small tools on a wet
surface if you need a few minutes hold time before you can wash
them. Wipe art combs and other tools by rubbing them across the
wet paper towels in the tray between uses.
Plastic Stencils: Set aside a spot for holding stencils. Place a damp
paper towel on a waterproof surface. Put paint covered stencils facedown on the paper towel. Cover with another paper towel if paint
is on both sides. Continue to stack paint covered stencils in this way.
Paintbrushes: Delay paint drying on paintbrushes and other small
tools by putting them in a plastic bag or wrapping them in plastic
wrap until you are ready to use them again or until the end of the
work session when you are ready to clean them. (See the “Sponge &
Brush Techniques For Stampers” eArticle for more on this.)
Page 19
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Brayers: Typically, you will be using your brayer
almost constantly, so it won’t usually be sitting around
for long periods with drying paint as you work. Some
people clean the brayer between prints by rolling it on
scrap paper off to the side or simply rolling it over the
back of the paper being printed to burnish it on the
plate instead of using their hands.
If you are working with a set of colors that blend well
together and you are working with an acrylic brayer,
you may find that you don’t necessarily have to clean
the paint off between each print and can let the paint
colors blend together as they like.
Drying Area: You are likely to find yourself creating
a lot of colorful monotypes. The paint on the paper
tends to be fairly thin and so dries to the touch fairly
quickly, but you’ll still need to set up an area covered
with newspaper where you can spread them out as you
work and then overnight to dry completely.

Next: A page from one of our Sponsors.
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Techniques
Basic Prints
At its most basic, you can use a gel plate to create
a smooth application of paint on a surface. Create
rainbows, repeating patterns or simply build random
areas of color. There are two ways to approach this.

Squeeze paint
onto gel plate.
Brayer to cover
plate with paint.

1) Squeeze one or more colors of acrylic paint
directly onto the gel plate. Use a brayer to smooth
the paint over the surface. You usually want a thin
coat of paint. (You may need to go thicker when
printing onto fabric; do a trial on a scrap of the
same material to determine this.)
If the paint is not in a squeeze bottle, you can usually get it onto the
gel plate with an artist trowel or even a wooden dowel, although you
need to be careful not to dent the plate with sharp points.
This is the quickest way to work, but if you are brayering more than
one color at a time, the colors don’t blend on the plate as quickly as
the second method (next) and can result in harder edge lines.
Page 22
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2) Or, squeeze the paint onto a craft sheet or palette
and roll the brayer repeatedly over the paint to cover
the roller with paint. Then roll the paint onto the gel
plate in a thin coat.

Squeeze paint
onto craft sheet.
Brayer to cover the
brayer’s roller with
blended paint.

You might like this approach when you need to custom
mix colors first or if you need to mix the paint with
a medium to get it to flow better or dry slower. It is
also a good way to work when you
want to be sure that multi-color
rainbows like this one have softly
blended transitions.
Notice that this is an “additive” way
to work where you are adding color
to the plate. You can also build color
by using a brayer to place individual
colors in different areas of the plate or
even use soft paint brushes to create a
multi-color printable painting.

Then brayer paint
onto gel plate.

Page 23
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Once the gel plate is covered, lay a piece
of paper face-down on the paint covered
surface. Use a brayer or your hand (right)
to rub the back of the paper to be sure
that it gets good contact with the paint.
Slowly peel up the paper, peeking under
it as you do. If you find unprinted areas,
lay it back down, burnish a little more
and then peel the paper up again. Set the
monotype aside to dry nearby.
Ghost Prints: Immediately put another
piece of paper down on the gel plate.
Burnish and peel the paper off. The result
is often a “ghost print”, a lighter version of
the original monotype. Note: Whether or
not you get a ghost print can depend on
the wetness and thickness of the paint and
the absorbency of the paper.

Next: Gelli Plate Artwork.
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Above: The first monotype
used paint directly sqeezed
onto the plate. Although
it seemed blended before
making the print, the blends
were actually rough.
Left: Another monotype
created by blending paint on
a craft sheet and then onto
the plate. The color blends
are much smoother.
©Copyright Nancie Waterman 2013 All Rights Reserved

Nancie Waterman’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamps (Text - Posh Impressions, Dancers - Time To Stamp), Gelli Plate, Acrylic
paint (Ranger: Claudine Hellmuth Studio Paint, Adirondack Acrylics), Cardstock (white,
black textured), Brayer, Permanent Ink (Tsukineko: StazOn Jet Black), Gel Pen (Gelly Roll:
white), Pitt Artist Pen (black), Craft Sheet, Paper adhesive (Xyron).

“Background: As shown on previous pages,
squeeze several colors of acrylic paint in a line
across a craft sheet. Roll a brayer over the paint
repeatedly to blend color transitions and cover
brayer with paint. Brayer paint onto gel plate,
repeating as needed until covered. Lay white
cardstock down on brayered surface. Burnish
and pull the monotype. Allow to dry”
“Stamp text and images on a portion of dry
monotype using black permanent ink. Trim
and layer onto black textured cardstock and
then white card. Use white gel pen to color
in and/or outline text and dancers. Use black
Pitt pen to create doodle border along white
card edges.”
Finished Size: 5 1/2" x 8 1/2"

Go to Contents

Removing Paint
Most people also use “subtractive” methods to
create more complex patterns and designs. As
before, you establish a base coat of paint on
the gel plate but then you use a tool to remove
or block some of the paint to create patterns,
shapes or even words. The area(s) where
you have removed or blocked paint become
negative or more lightly colored space in the
final monotype.
Brayer one or more colors of paint over the
plate using one of the methods in the basic
print section. Then use a tool to remove paint.
(The following are just some tools to try.)
Stencil: Press a stencil, sequin waste, doily or
similar object with an open pattern into the
wet paint and lift up to remove some of the
paint. Pull a print. The stencil’s solid area lifts
some paint, resulting in light and dark areas.
Page 26
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Lay stencil on paint covered
gel plate. Lift up and remove.

Then press paper
on the plate and
pull the print.
Stencil: Make An
Impression

Next: Gelli

Plate Artwork.
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Nancie Waterman’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamps (Flowers: Anne Made Designs?), Gelli Plate,
Acrylic paint (Ranger: Claudine Hellmuth Studio Paint,
Adirondack Acrylics), Text weight paper (white), Cardstock (blue, red/purple), Brayer, Permanent Ink (Tsukineko:
StazOn Jet Black), Gel Pen (Gelly Roll: white), Permanent
Pigment Ink pen (Ranger: Cranberry, Lettuce), Craft Sheet,
Paper adhesive (Xyron).

“Background: As shown on previous pages, squeeze several
colors of acrylic paint in a line across a craft sheet. Roll a
brayer over the paint repeatedly to blend color transitions and
cover brayer with paint. Brayer paint onto gel plate, repeating as needed until covered. Lay stencil on brayered paint.
Remove. Lay white paper on brayered surface. Burnish and
pull the monotype. Allow to dry”
“Stamp flowers on a portion of dry monotype and color with
white gel pen and pigment markers. Write text in stenciled
lines using black Pitt pen. Trim and layer onto blue and
then red/purple card. Use white gel pen to doodle border on
blue cardstock.”
Finished Size: 5 1/2" x 8 1/2"
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Cindy Connell’s Artwork
“Supplies: Stamp (Magenta), Acrylic paints (Golden), Stencils (The Crafter’s Workshop, Magenta and homemade
stencils from popular dies, sequin waste), Glitter Glue
(Ranger: Stickles), Paper (text weight white), Brayer,
Foam shelf liner, Cutout ribbon, Paper adhesive.

“This card was made with three different gelli sheets.
Bottom Layer: Purple paints rolled off the brayer onto
text weight paper. Next layer: Also text weight paper
with brayer rolled off and stencils stamped off after using
on the gelli (reverse print.) The white pattern was made
with a piece of foam shelf liner from the dollar store. The
numbers at the top are backwards and using a 12” number
stencil. The top strip is off another sheet I made on text
weight paper. I did use some sequin waste as a stencil on
this paper too.”
“Stamp butterfly on main layer in Black StazOn ink and
embellish with Stickles. Layer onto purple base layer. Top
with cutout ribbon and final gelli print strip.”
Finished Size: 6 1/2" x 5"

Go to Contents

Press textured wall paper onto painted gel plate. Peel up the wall paper.

Press smooth white paper onto painted gel plate. Peel up the monotype.
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Dry Embossed Paper: Create
pattern by pressing dry
embossed paper onto the paint.
You can dry emboss the paper by
hand or use an embossing folder
in a die-cut machine. Or use
embossed wallpaper, as I’ve done
here, corrugated cardstock or
other textural paper. The paint
will transfer to the raised areas
of the embossed paper, giving it
a new color.
Then place another piece of
paper face down on the gel plate
and pull a monotype, transferring the remaining pattern
onto the paper. This could be
a cool way to create two coordinating papers using the same
paint colors.
©Copyright Nancie Waterman 2013 All Rights Reserved

Even something as simple as common
corrugated cardstock can be a texture
source. The regular raised lines of the
textured paper create a striped pattern on
the finished monotype. The paint covered
corrugated paper can be used in the same
project or saved for another use.

Next: Gelli Plate Artwork.
Lay corrugated paper
down onto paint
covered gel plate. Lift off.
Then press paper on the
plate and pull the print.
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Nancie Waterman’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamps (Butterfly: Jim Stephen, Text: Milltown
Obsessions, Rollergraph: Clearsnap), Gelli Plate, Acrylic
paint (craft paints), Text weight paper (white), Cardstock
(white, blue), Corrugated paper, Brayer, Ink (Tsukineko:
Memento Tuxedo Black, Alcohol Ink Markers (Copic),
Watercolor pencils (Prismacolor), Textured wallpaper,
Craft Sheet, Paper adhesive (Xyron).

“Background: Roll a Rollagraph image repeatedly
across white paper with blue ink to create base pattern.
Squeeze several colors of acrylic paint onto gel plate and
brayer to blend color, repeating as needed until covered.
Lay textured wallpaper on brayered paint. Remove.
Lay rolled paper on brayered surface. Burnish and pull
the monotype. Allow to dry. Note: Some of lines in
background are from previous plate pulls.”

“Stamp text and butterfly on white cardstock in black.
Color butterfly with alcohol ink markers and colored
pencils. Cut out. Layer both on monotype. Layer this
onto corrugated paper with paint on raised areas from
using it to create monotype pattern. Layer to blue card.”
Finished Size: 5 1/2" x 8 1/2"

Go to Contents

Bubble Wrap: Common
bubble wrap can create
a quick fun background.
Simply press it, bubble-side
down, onto the wet paint
and then lift up. Repeat as
you like.
When you are happy
with the pattern, press
paper over the wet
patterned surface and pull
the monotype.

The extra random green lines you see on the pulled
monotype below can not be seen on the inked
plate at left. They are the result of residual paint
from previous prints left on the plate. Hidden under
the new coat of paint, they are revealed when the
monotype is pulled.
These extra unexpected lines and colors might
please you or dismay you. Keep them in mind
when you are working so you can decide whether
you want to clean the plate between pulls.

Keep in mind that bubble
wrap comes in different
sizes. Try them out and/or
try combining sizes.

Next: Gelli Plate Artwork.
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Nancie Waterman’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamps (Quick Arts), Paper (text weight white), Gel plate,
Brayer, Craft sheet, Bubble wrap, Tag (Ranger: Craft Tags),
Raffia, Acrylic Paint (craft paints), Ink (Tsukineko: StazOn
Jet Black), Gel Pen (Gelly Roll: white), Permanent pigment ink
markers (Ranger: Adirondack), Artist pen (Pitt: black), Paper
adhesive (Xyron).

“Background: Create background as shown on previous pages by
brayering acrylic paint on a craft sheet and then onto a gel plate.
Press bubble wrap repeatedly into wet paint surface. Lay white
paper on plate and pull the print. Allow to dry.”

“Stamp text, pumpkin and separate face details in black ink on
portion of dry monotype in black permanent ink. Color in pumpkin with pigment ink markers and gel pen. Use pigment marker to
edge layer. Use white gel pen, black artist pen and pigment markers to create border on tag. Apply adhesive to back of stamped layer
and layer it onto tag. Tie raffia through tag’s hole.”
Finished Size: 6 1/4" x 3"

Go to Contents

Soft Art Combs: Some fantastic and very lively patterns
can be easily created using soft rubber art combs typically used for creating faux finishes.
Make sure that the comb tips are soft and not sharp so
they don’t permanently dent the gel plate. This triangular comb is typical of this type of tool. The size and
spacing of the comb’s rubber teeth varies by the side you
use, giving you three possibilities with one tool.
Play around with making patterns
with the comb. Try swirls or wavy
lines. Try overlapping the comb
lines. Use vertical and horizontal lines across the whole plate to
create a woven look or create small
crosshatch lines. Wipe the comb’s
teeth off on a wet paper towel
between uses to keep paint from
building up on it.

Drag art comb
along paint
covered surface of
gel plate to create
patterns.
Then pull the print.
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Create your own art comb by cutting
the edge of a piece of craft foam or
cardboard using decorative scissors.
Then run the patterned cut edge across
the wet paint surface. Pull the print.

Drag homemade comb along paint covered surface
of gel plate to create patterns. Then pull the print.

Tip: Thin foam will tend to bend. If

you find it hard to work with it, try
creating a handle for yourself by
stapling the cut foam to a piece of
cardboard, overlapping foam just
enough to keep the cut edge exposed.
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Sea Sponge: To create rough texture, try a sea
sponge. Sea sponges of various shapes, types
and sizes can be purchased in the art section of
craft stores.

Repeatedly press
sponge onto paint
covered surface of
gel plate to create
pattern.

Make sure the sponge is soft and not scratchy.
New sponges are usually soft but acrylic paint
can harden on them. Usually once the sponge
gets covered with fresh wet paint, it becomes
softer, so consider
pressing it into some
paint first to prep it.
Try pressing the sponge
lightly for very subtle
stippled effect. Or
press a little more
firmly to get a stronger
textural look.

Then pull the print.
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Drag a soft tipped tool along paint covered
surface of gel paint to create patterns or write
words (backwards).

Soft Tipped Tools: Use a soft tipped tool to draw or
write in the wet paint, removing some or all of the
paint. Then pull the monotype.

Tip: When working with words, just like stamped

images, the print will be reversed. So make sure to
use a stencil with the text face down or write words
in the paint backwards so that they print the right
way on the finished monotype.
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Then pull the print.

©Copyright Nancie Waterman 2013 All Rights Reserved

Masking Strategies
You don’t always have to actually remove the paint
to create a design. Another way is to lay a mask on
the paint covered plate to prevent paint in that area
from transferring to the paper.
You can use commercial or homemade masks. Gelli
Arts recommends using Sheer Heaven or Tyvek to
make homemade masks. Both are sturdy fiberous
papers that can stand up to acrylic paints. But you
can also use regular text weight paper.

The star masks were cut
from a Tyvek envelope.
(Cutting both layers of
the envelope let me cut
two masks at once.)
Notice that there is a
bit of a halo around
the stars on the printed
monotype. If you find this
happening with stencils
or masks, try printing to
thinner paper.

Using masks is not hard, although you may need to
play with them a little bit to wrap your mind around
how they can best be used with monotypes.
One way is to brayer paint over a Gelli Plate. Lay
one or more masks on the plate to cover some areas
of paint. You can optionally combine this with paint
removal techniques, using other tools to remove
additional paint. Pull the monotype.
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When you create a monotype this way, the masked areas
will be unprinted areas on your paper where you will see the
paper’s original color. You can print additional layers to fill
these spaces if you like. Or you might stamp in these areas.

Remove the masks carefully.

Remove the masks and try a pulling a ghost print. If the paint
on the plate is too dry for a ghost print as mine was here, try
brayering a contrasting color over the un-cleaned plate and
pull another print. You will probably find that the left-over
color from the original masked print will lift up along with
the fresh paint.

Brayer fresh
paint in a
contrasting
color onto
the gel plate.
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Then pull
the print.
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Alternatively, you could start by creating an over-all
monotype on your paper. Then brayer the plate with
another color(s) of paint and lay down the masks and
use tools to remove additional paint. Press the monotype
over the paint. Now the new layer of paint will cover all
but the masked areas and other areas where you removed
paint, letting the original layer’s patterns peek through.
You could also put the masks down first and then brayer
the paint over them, but I find that the brayer often peels
up the masks as you roll the paint over them; it is easier
to brayer the paint first and lay the masks on top. They
will stick a bit to the paint but can be removed easily
once you have pulled the monotype. Bent handled tweezers can be handy here.

Learn More: Gelli Arts has a video online with another masking technique that involves layering

thick paint over thin, a version of “viscosity printing”. The trick is to lay one or more masks on a clean
Gelli Plate and brayer thin very fluid paint over the plate and/or use soft tools to remove paint from
the brayered paint. Then you remove the masks and roll thicker bodied acrylic paint over this. As long
as the paint on the gel plate is still wet, it will repel the thick paint and the thicker paint will only stick
to the unpainted areas. Next: Gelli Plate Artwork and a page from one of our Sponsors.
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Nancie Waterman’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamps (Tree/hill - Arizona Stamps Too, Text
- Hubba Hubba Hubba), Paper (Text weight white),
Star stencil, Acrylic paint, Brayer, Chalk (yellow), Ink
(Tsukineko: StazOn Jet Black), Pigment Permanent
Markers (Ranger: Adirondack), Tyvek envelope, Paper
towel, Paper adhesive (Xyron).

“Background: This is a ghost print created with blue
acrylic paint on white paper using masks cut from
a Tyvek envelope. The first print (on another piece
of paper) had empty space where the stars masked the
paint layer. I removed the masks from the gel plate
before pulling the ghost print, so there is paint both
outside and inside the stars. Allow to dry.”

“Once dry, rub a little chalk into the white areas around
the stars to add a little color. Wipe excess chalk off
paint with damp paper towel. Stamp text and tree/hill
image in black permanent ink on the monotype. Color
tree/hill with permanent pigment ink markers. Layer
onto blue card.”
Finished Size: 5 3/4" x 5 3/4"

Go to Contents

Using Stamps

Stamping Directly on the Plate: One approach to using
stamps is to “ink” a stamp up with acrylic paint and
stamp directly onto the gel plate. To get the nicest
prints, try using the wet palette method to cover the
stamp with acrylic paint as detailed in the “Stamping
With Acrylic Paint” eArticle. If you don’t need prints
that are quite as neat, you can alternatively brayer
some paint onto a palette or craft sheet and stamp
into the wet paint and then stamp onto the gel plate.
Repeat to create a pattern. Then pull the monotype.
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Flower - Hot Potatoes

As a stamper, you probably have a lot of stamps that
you might like to use with your Gelli Plate. There are
definitely ways to do this. Keep in mind that stamping with paint onto a Gelli Plate (either a clean one
or a paint covered plate) is not like stamping on paper.
Most of the time, you won’t get prints that are as clear
and crisp as when using stamp inks and the print may
be incomplete.

©Copyright Nancie Waterman 2013 All Rights Reserved

Removing Paint Using a Stamp: You can also use
a stamp to remove paint rather than add it to the
gel plate. Start by brayering paint onto the gel
plate. Then stamp into the wet paint with a clean
stamp. Stamp the paint off onto scrap paper to
quickly (mostly) clean the stamp. Repeat until
you have a pattern you like. Then pull the print.
When you stamp into wet paint on the gel plate,
the edges and negative spaces of the stamp image
tend be what shows up in the print rather than
the solids that would print if you were stamping
the more usual way with the stamp. (See next
page and leaf card.)

Stamp on paint covered
plate with clean stamp.

Stamp off
onto scrap
paper. Pull
the print.
(Flower
- Hot
Potatoes)
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Alternatively, try it without stamping the paint
off on scrap paper. I like stamping repeatedly and
rapidly into the wet paint with small background
and graphic stamps or with stamps like leaves or
simple flowersto create a patterned background.
See this eArticle’s cover background.
©Copyright Nancie Waterman 2013 All Rights Reserved

Nancie Waterman’s Artwork
Background Monotype.
Stamp: Hot Potatoes

Go to Contents

Adding More Paint With a Stamp: Try combining
the first two methods by brayering the gel plate with
paint, coating your stamp with a contrasting paint
color. Stamp a few times into the wet paint. Apply
more paint and repeat until you have created an
all-over pattern. Work fast so the paint doesn’t dry
out. Lay paper over it and pull the monotype. This
method works out to be both additive and subtractive, as some color will transfer from the stamp to
the gel plate and some color will also be removed
Stamp on paint covered plate with paint covered stamp.
from the gel plate.
the wet paint, when you pull the monotype, the
word will be reversed. If you use the Gelli Transfer
technique, you could print dry paint onto the
sticky side of clear packing tape or cold laminating
paper so that you would be able to flip it over and
see through it. Alternatively, consider creating the
monotype and adding the text by stamping on top
of it with StazOn ink or acrylic paint when it is dry.
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Flower - Hot Potatoes

Tip: Keep in mind that if you stamp a word into

Pull the print.

©Copyright Nancie Waterman 2013 All Rights Reserved

Stamp image on
masking material
(here Tyvek) and
cut out.
Lay these masks
over paint
covered gel
plate that you’ve
already patterned
with art combs.
Pull the print.
Dragonflies:
Deadbeat Designs.

Stamp as Mask: Another option for using stamps is
to stamp an image on paper or other masking material and cut on its outlines. Use the cut-out as a mask
to create silhouettes. Brayer paint onto the gel plate
and lay the masks in place. Pull the monotype. Then
remove the masks.
You will find that your masks become covered with
wonderful color and pattern (below). If they are homemade masks, you may be able to save them and use
them as coordinating elements in your finished project.

Next: Gelli Plate Artwork.
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Nancie Waterman’s Artwork
Stamps: Deadbeat Designs.

“This is the monotype created
on the previous page using
masks created
from stamps
and an art comb
monotype. Once
dry, I stamped
the dragonflies
in the masked
empty spaces
using black
StazOn ink.”

Go to Contents

Stamp pumpkins
on Eclipse masking
film and cut out
slightly inside lines.
Stamp pumpkins
again on card.
Cover image on
card with mask.
Brayer paint on gel
plate and use an
art comb to create
patterns. Lay the
card face down on
the plate and pull
the pri (nt.

Masking a Stamp Image: You can also use
a mask to protect areas on the paper itself.
This is the more traditional way to use a
mask in stamping.
Create a mask by stamping the image
on masking material and cutting slightly
inside the lines. Stamp the image on your
card and cover it with the mask. Then
create a monotype over this. The print
will cover the mask but when you remove
it, the stamped images are revealed.
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Remove the
mask from the
finished monotype. Allow to dry
before coloring
and completing
the card.
Pumpkins: Quick
Arts.

Next: Gelli Plate Artwork.
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Nancie Waterman’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamps (Quick Arts), Acrylic paints, Brayer, Rubber art comb, Cardstock (white, orange), Gel
plate, Gel pen (Gelly Roll: white), Permanent pigment pen (Ranger: Adirondack), Masking film (Eclipse),
Scissors, Watercolor crayon (Lyra Aquacolor: blue), Ink (Tsukineko: Memento Tuxedo black, StazOn Jet
Black), Paper adhesive (Xyron).

“As shown on previous pages, stamp pumpkins
and their eyes and mouths in black on white
card. Stamp pumpkins again on masking
material and cut out slightly inside lines. Lay
mask over image stamped on card.”

“Brayer blue, black and yellow acrylic paint on
gel plate. Use soft art comb to create pattern.
Lay card face down on wet paint and pull the
monotype. Remove the mask and let dry.”
“Once dry, color pumpkins with pigment
markers. Put mask back on pumpkins. Color
over background with blue watercolor crayon
and wipe with wet paper towel to spread
color. Remove mask. Stamp text on top in
StazOn ink. Outline with white gel pen.
Layer onto orange card.”
Finished Size: 4 1/2" x 5 3/4"

Go to Contents

Water-based Ink on Top (Resist): Another way to use stamps
is to stamp on the finished monotype. If you use regular
water-based dye ink to stamp over an acrylic paint monotype, the paint will resist the dye ink and so can be wiped
off those areas with a damp paper towel. The stamped image
will then just appear in open un-painted areas

Stamp over and around acrylic paint using dye ink.

Permanent Ink or Paint on Top: If you instead stamp over
the monotype with permanent ink (like StazOn), the
stamped image may be darker in unpainted areas and show
up lighter where it dries over the paint. (This can vary
depending on the ink’s opacity and the colors you are using.)

Wipe any excess dye ink off acrylic paint areas.
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Flower - Hot Potatoes

Dots - Alias Smith & Rowe

Or prep the stamp itself
with acrylic paint and
stamp that on the monotype. (See the “Stamping
With Paint” eArticle for
more on stamping with
acrylic paint.)
Stamp over monotype with StazOn Ink.
©Copyright Nancie Waterman 2013 All Rights Reserved

Nancie Waterman’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamps (Dragonflies: Deadbeat Designs,
Flower - Hot Potatoes, Dots - Alias Smith
& Rowe), Gel plate, Acrylic paints, Brayer,
Paper (text weight white), Cardstock
(white), Ink (Tsukineko: StazOn Jet Black,
Teal Blue, Blazing Red ), Gel pen (Gelly
Roll: white), Paper adhesive (Xyron).

“Create background as shown in Using
Stamps section, using dot stamp to
remove paint and flower stamp in pale
pink to add paint. Pull monotype and
allow to dry.”
“When dry, stamp flower on top of
monotype using teal and red permanent ink. Stamp dragonflies and text
on top in black permanent ink. Color
dragonflies and add detail to text
using white gel pen. Layer onto
white card.”
Finished Size: 5 1/4" x 8 1/4"
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Embellishing a Dry Monotype
Don’t be afraid to mix mediums when creating monotypes. As well as stamping on top, you could also:
Add Color: If your monotype has areas not covered by
acrylic paint, color over it with a water-based medium
that the acrylic paint will resist. Try: watercolor paint,
watercolor markers, watercolor crayons and water, watercolor pencils and water or water-based inkpads or other
inks. You can then use a damp paper towel to wipe
excess color off the acrylic paint areas, leaving the added
color in the areas not covered with acrylic paint.
Draw, Write or Doodle on Top: Or use a permanent
pigment pen or a gel pen to draw, doodle or write over
the dried monotype. Here I’m using a black Pitt Artist
Pen and a white Gelly Roll gel pen. Both work nicely on
dried acrylic paint surfaces. Notice how the black and
white makes things pop. Try other colors as well.

Next: Gelli Plate Artwork.
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Nancie Waterman’s Artwork
“This 8" x 10"
monotype was
created using
homemade masks
as shown on the
Masking Strategies
page and doodled
on as shown on the
previous page.”

Go to Contents

More Ideas
Layer It: Create complex collage prints by
layering one pull over another.
Copy It: If you get a monotype you really like,
remember that you can photocopy or scan
and print it to use in other projects.
Partial Plate: You don’t have to use the whole
plate. Try using just part of plate.
Other Surfaces: Try making monotypes on
clear acetate sheets or canvas. Experiment
with different types of paper.
Create a frame: Brayer paint onto the gel plate and add texture, etc.
Then place a round, oval, square or free-form mask in the center
before pulling the monotype. The resulting monotype will have an
empty area in the middle, that can be perfect for a stamped image
or a photo or text. If you use regular paper for the mask, its underside will be a smaller monotype that can be used for something else.
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Care & Cleaning
Cleaning

Cleaning Gel Plate: You don’t have to clean the gel
plate between every pull. Left-over paint on the plate
can become a serendipitous part of successive monotypes. But when you want to clean the plate, either
between pulls or at the end of your play session, spray
the plate with water and wipe it off with a paper towel.
If you have stubborn dry paint (which tends to collect
around the edges), you can use hand sanitizer to clean
it off. Then spray with water and wipe dry.
Cleaning Stencils: If you wipe stencils as you go or
place them on wet paper towels, they are easier to
clean at the end of the session. While you can usually
scrub off dry paint with water and a brush, I find
wiping them with hand sanitizer on a paper towel
cleans off dried paint without having to worry about
acrylic paint going down the drain. (See my blog post.)
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If you find that you have trouble
cleaning your stencils at the end
of the session, stencil artists often
recommend Krud Kutter or Dawn
Power Dissolver for removing
dried on acrylic paint. Another
way is to use isopropyl alcohol.

Cleaning Stamps: If you have held your painted stamps on wet
paper towels, you should be able to clean the paint off them
without too much trouble, using stamp cleaner, although you
may need to use a scrub brush to get paint out of crevices. Don’t
let the paint dry on stamps. Once dry, it can create a permanent
coating over the rubber.
Cleaning the Brayer: If you brayer off excess paint on scrap paper
as you work, cleaning the brayer is easier at the end of the session.
If the paint is not completely dry, you can usually spray the brayer
with water and wipe off most of the paint. You can use hand
sanitizer to clean off acrylic brayers and then rinse with water.
(The alcohol in the sanitizer can dry out rubber brayers.)

Storage

Clean your gel plate and then store it on a smooth surface where
it will not be dented or get dirty. Gelli Arts suggests simply
putting it back in the plastic clamshell case it came in. Don’t
cover it with plastic wrap or anything that can wrinkle up
because even lightweight materials like these can cause permaNext: A page from one of our Sponsors. nent dents in the plate that will show up in future prints.
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Online Video Inspirations
Gelli Arts Blog: Joan Bess has a series of videos on the
Gelli Arts blog, each focusing on a different technique
for using a gel plate. Typically the video on the blog is
followed by a text description of the process.

Andy Skinner Stencils and a Gelli Plate: Very

cool video showing how you can build color and
pattern through repeated pulls using acrylic paints
and stencils.

Creative Play Intro to Gelli Printing: Jann Gray gives
an introduction to using a Gelli Plate.

Gelli Plate Printing: Nikki Nicole’s slideshow of beautiful sample prints.
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Cindy Connell’s Artwork
“Supplies: Stamps (Quote - Viva Las Vegas Stamps), Mickey
Balloons - *Unknown), Acrylic paints (Golden), Stencils (Homemade stencil using punches indicated in description), Paper (text
weight white, blue), Brayer, Ink (white, Tsukineko: StazOn Jet
Black),Paper adhesive.

“Create multiple layer monotype using homemade Mickey stencil
using each of the primary colors in turn. Allow to dry.”

“The Mickey Stencil was made using the following punches: large
All Night media Mickey, mini All Night Media Mickey, small
All Night Media Mickey, 1 1/4" Family Treasures Circle, 3/4"
Stampin’ Up! circle. It took me a couple hours and wrecked my
small Mickey punch, but the result was amazing!”

“Stamp the Mickey balloons on other text weight paper brayered
with paints using black StazOn ink and cut out. Layer monotype
onto card and then blue triangle of paper on top at lower left.
Stamp text on blue area in white. Layer cut out balloons on top.”
Finished Size: 6 1/2" x 5"
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Learn More From VSN
Other VSN eArticles
Full eArticles: (VSN eArticle Library)
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•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Snow & Ice Techniques
Stamped Gift Tags & Gift Wrap
Gelli Plates & Stamps
Watercolor Crayon Techniques For Stampers
Gelatos, Gel-Sticks & Stamps
Sponge & Brush Techniques
Powdered Pigment Techniques
Brayer Techniques For Stampers
Choosing Color For Stamped Cards
Specialty Card Folds
Doodling, Hand Lettering & Stamps
Interiors: Container Stamps & Shaker Cards
Coloring In with Layered Mixed Mediums
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Coloring In With Colored Pencils
Coloring In With Alcohol Ink Markers
Coloring in With Watercolor Markers
Making Stamped Magnets
Stamping with Paint
Metal & Faux Metal Stamping Techniques
Re-Inker Stamping Techniques
Dip, Dye, Glitz: Hand-Dyed Paper
Egg-xtra Special Stamping: Egg Stamping

Mini eArticles: (VSN eArticle Library)
• Even More Alcohol Ink Mini eArticle
Basics Mini eArticles: (VSN eArticle Library)
• 4 Ways to Ink a Stamp
• Parts of a Rubber Stamp
• Heat Embossing
• Direct-To-Paper (DTP)
• Choosing Quality Supplies
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Dye, Pigment & Paper Blog

"Dye, Pigment & Paper" is the stamping blog of
Nancie Waterman, editor of Vamp Stamp News
(VSN). The blog’s focus is on using inks and
paint on paper (mostly.) Please come hang out
with me!
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Birdseed & Binoculars Blog

“Birdseed & Binoculars” is a second blog from
Nancie Waterman, editor of Vamp Stamp News
(VSN). This blog’s focus is backyard bird watching.
Please check it out if you like watching birds as
well as stamping. Or share the link with a friend
who likes watching birds.
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Please Spread the Word

Find VSN Online

If you really like an eArticle, please don’t keep it to VSN’s Main Website
yourself. Tell your friends on Facebook, your blog,
Dye, Pigment & Paper Blog
Twitter, Pinterest, etc. Tell your email list friends
Birdseed & Binoculars Blog
and other stampers you know.
Feedback, opinions and comments are welcome.
Email me: vampstamp@prodigy.net
But, please do not email this article to anyone. (I
need to be able to count the downloads so I can
show the Sponsors that you like them. And they
really are too large to comfortably email anyway.)
Instead, please point friends to VSN’s eArticle page
where they can download their own copy.

VSN on Facebook

VSN’s Email Announcement List (Yahoo)

Many thanks, Nancie, VSN
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Odds & Ends

Art Drawing & Submission

Printing this eArticle

When you submit artwork for an eArticle, your
name is put into a drawing.

The pdf version of this eArticle can be printed.
When printing, choose the landscape print option
so that it prints at its full 8 1/2" wide by 5 1/2" high
Annie Pennington and Cindy Connell
size. Scale the print size to fit the page to print it
each won their choice of eight VSN issues or a $20 even larger (nice if your eyes are getting older and
VSN eGift Certificate.
need larger text!)

eArticle Copyright Statement
This eArticle is copyrighted to Nancie Waterman of
Vamp Stamp News. It may not be copied, emailed,
posted on a website or sold in any form without
permission. If you have a stamping friend who would
like a copy, please instead direct them to the eArticle
page of VSN’s website where they can download their
own copy. Many thanks, Nancie, VSN
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